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Patrick A. Heelan is one of the representatives of contemporary Western 
Hermeneutical-phenomenological Philosophy of Science. In logic, Heelan’s 
philosophy of science starts from the Hermeneutical-phenomenological research of 
perception and the “act of perception”. Heelan has an opinion that the perceptual 
objects are not the passive “things in mirror” which generates when the independent 
nature is reflected in subject’s perception, but an achievement of human subject’s 
selection and judgement in particular historical and cultural condition. The perceptual 
objects are the constructive production of “act of perception” and perceptual praxis. 
Based on the research in perception, Heelan’s Philosophy of science stretches along 
two roads. 
The first road is from perceptual phenomenology to perceptual realism and 
scientific constructivism. Lifeworld is ontological in Heelan’s Philosophy of Science. 
Based on the perceptual realism, Heelan interpreted the conditions and process of 
theoretical entities becoming real as content of Lifeword. In contrast with the opinion 
of scientism that takes reality as something independent of people and 
historical-cultural context, Heelan made reality be founded on the “act of perception” 
of subject. Through introducing the conception of embodied subject, Heelan 
interpreted the process in which abstract theoretical objects present in observer’s 
perception as theoretical entities (becoming real) by showing that subject “read” the 
readable technology as “text”. Moreover, the condition under which theoretical 
objects become real is theory-laden and praxis-laden simultaneity. 
The second road is from two incompatible but complementary perceptual spaces 
to the general model of pluralistic complementarity: the Q-lattice.  Heelan 
demonstrated that pluralistic complementarity is universal in dialectical development. 















is also pluralistic. Different world horizons Based on different "pre-understanding - 
practice" structures, possess their own reality, and generate authentic truths and values. 
A subject who can comprehend the different "pre-understanding - practice" structures 
is capable of shuttling between incompatible pluralistic horizons, enjoying pluralistic 
but authentic truths and values. So Heelan denied the monism of foundationalism in 
modernism, and avoided that truth and value are deconstructed negatively by 
post-modernism. He combined the positive factors of modernism and post-modernism, 
this reflects a synthesis of the two in development. 
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① 利科在自己的“文本诠释学”中，提出并探讨了“我们可以在怎样的程度上把文本看作是所谓社会科学 
对象的好的范型。”见利科《诠释学与人文科学》，河北人民出版社 1987 年，第 206 页。事实上，利科 
的文本概念，蕴含着将文本诠释学推广至自然科学领域的可能。这方面可见曹志平《理解与科学解释》 
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